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Abstract—Monitoring of the oceans with autonomous floats is of great interest for many disciplines. Monitoring on a global scale needs a multidisciplinary approach to be affordable. For this purpose, we propose an approach that allows oceanographers from different specialities to develop applications for autonomous floats. However, developing such applications usually requires expertise in embedded systems, and they must be reliable and efficient with regards to the limited resources of the floats (e.g., energy, processing power). We have followed a Model Driven Engineering approach composed of i) a Domain Specific Language to allow oceanographers to develop applications, ii) analysis tools to ensure that applications are efficient and reliable, iii) a composition tool to allow the deployment of different applications on a same float, and iv) a code generator that produce efficient and reliable code for the float. We present our approach with a biological and a seismological application. We validate it with technical metrics and an experiment.

Index Terms—Model Driven Engineering, Domain Specific Language, embedded system, constrained resources

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous floats [1] are instruments designed to monitor the oceans over long periods, as it is done for several years by the Argo project [2]. These instruments drift at several thousands of meters (e.g., 2000 meters) for several days (e.g., 10 days) to conduct measurements and transmit the collected data at the surface through satellite communication. Global acoustic monitoring of the oceans with autonomous floats is of great interests for the Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) community [3] but efforts are spread among the different specialities such as i) biologists with cetacean click detection applications [4], ii) meteorologists with rainfall detection [5] or iii) seismologists with earthquake detection [6].

Large-scale experiments have already begun in the field of seismology [7]. However, acoustic monitoring of the oceans on a global scale cannot be done without a multidisciplinary collaboration. Indeed, even if the cost of one float is low compared to other solutions (e.g., moored buoys), an array of floats at the global scale is still expensive.

Our approach is to bring different monitoring efforts together with an adaptive float on which several applications can be installed. In this article, we focus on applications for passive acoustic monitoring of the oceans with a hydrophone, but a float can include other arbitrary sensors for physical, or chemical measurements, bringing together a broader community.

There are actually no standard applications in the PAM community, each speciality has different needs that may change over time. But developing such applications by traditional means takes a lot of time and is expensive. Therefore, we want to give oceanographers, the capacity to write applications by themselves with a minimum of effort. Moreover, we want to give them the guarantee that applications will work correctly on the instrument, that they are reliable.

A float has typically four states of operations: the descent, the park, the ascent and the surface. It uses actuators to regulate it depth and uses communication devices at the surface. The applications define the depth and duration of a dive, and the measurements to realize and transmit by satellite. These have an impact on the battery lifetime and on the communication costs. Thus, we want to help oceanographers to take these properties into consideration such that they can produce efficient applications.

II. CHALLENGES

We illustrate our problem with an example: assume that two oceanographers, a geoscientist and a biologist, want to develop their own applications, the seismic application and the whales applications that will be installed together on the same instrument.

The seismic application consists of continuously listening to the acoustic signal received by the hydrophone during the...
Fig. 1. Modeling of applications.

park state of the float. If a change is detected in the acoustic signal, an algorithm determines if the change corresponds to a seismic wave; then, depending on the level of confidence, the signal may be recorded for satellite transmission, and the application may command the float to ascend.

The whales application consists of listening to the acoustic signal during a short time at a fixed time interval (e.g., an acquisition of 5 minutes every 15 minutes). For each acquisition, an algorithm determines the probability of presence of whales that is further transmitted by satellite. This application is activated during the descent, park and ascent states of the float.

From this example, we identify three challenges. The first challenge is to allow oceanographers to develop applications for the float by themselves, without the help of embedded software experts (C1). Indeed, developing such applications requires skills in embedded software to program the microprocessor and to define a software architecture [8]. For example, the seismic and the whales applications must be implemented as tasks with appropriate execution priority and synchronisation mechanisms to access data from the hydrophone.

The second challenge is to help the production of efficient and reliable applications (C2). For that purpose, we want to help oceanographers to consider the battery lifetime, the satellite communication costs and execution time constraints, indeed if an application does not respect these constraints, data from the hydrophone could be altered. Computing these properties requires specific knowledge and analysis methods that are not in the domain of expertise of our developers, the oceanographers.

The third challenge is to allow several applications defined separately to be executed on the same instrument (C3). Since the applications operate concurrently, they must share the functionalities of the instrument. In the example, the applications must share the data coming from the hydrophone, as well as the processing time of the processor.

III. MODELS OF APPLICATIONS

A. Overview

To overcome these challenges, we propose a Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [9], [10], [11] approach, illustrated in figure 1 and described below:

1) Developers describe applications using a Domain Specific Language (DSL) [12] called MeLa, that stands for Mermaid Language, where Mermaid is the name of the float targeted by this contribution. The MeLa language responds to C1, by allowing oceanographers to express applications for the instrument. Applications expressed with the MeLa language are transformed into models with a specialized tool (i.e., the parser).

2) These models are conform to a dedicated meta-model. To manage the dependency on the platform itself, that is the float, the application models use a platform model, itself conform to a meta-model. The dependency between these models is supported by the relation between the application meta-model and the platform meta-model. The platform model
contains information about available functions and sensors and the amount of resources they use (e.g., processing time or power consumption). Models and meta-models are the backbone for processing the applications.

(3) The analysis tool uses the application models and associated satellite platform model to compute the battery lifetime, the satellite communication costs and verify real-time constraints of the applications. The results of the analysis are returned to the developer so that she can modify the application accordingly, this responds to C2.

(4) The composition tool aims to merge several applications into a single one, responding to C3. The developer can look at the composition results with the MeLa code generated from the model.

(5) To deploy these applications on the instrument, the platform specific code is generated from the model; this code follows an architecture defined in the platform meta-model. This part is linked to C1, by allowing the deployment of applications on the float, to C2, by producing efficient and reliable code, and to C3, by allowing the concurrent execution of applications.

In the next sections we present the MeLa DSL, then we describe the architecture of the generated code, and finally we give an overview of the analysis and composition methods implemented in the tools processing the applications.

B. Introduction to MeLa

The goal of MeLa is to allow developers to write applications using features of the instrument without having to worry about details of embedded software development.

Such features include: defining the depth and duration of a dive, choosing a sensor among those available, a procedure to acquire the data (e.g., continuously for the seismic application or during a short time for the whales application), the algorithms to process the data, selecting data to record for satellite transmission, or for a later recovery of the float, and requesting the float to ascend according to results of data processing.

The language does not allow for the definition of new processing algorithms; however, common processing algorithms such as filters or Fourier transforms are accessible at the level of the platform model in the form of a library of functions.

C. Description of MeLa

We chose to describe the language through examples introduced in the motivation part. The MeLa code for those two applications is given in table I. An application written in MeLa consists of different parts:

1. A mission configuration, Mission (lines s2, w2), that contains the park time and depth of the float.
2. A coordinator, Coordinator (lines s7, w7), that defines politics of activation of acquisition modes. Acquisition modes can be executed according to the active state of the float (descent, park or ascent) and a period of execution can be given for short time acquisition (lines w9-w13).
3. One or more acquisition modes. There are of two types, ContinuousAcqMode and ShortAcqMode (lines s12, w16). The first one corresponds to the continuous acquisition of the seismic application, the second one corresponds to the short acquisition of the whales application. For the first one the sensor is always active, whereas for the second one the sensor is stopped after the acquisition. The seismic application uses a continuous acquisition mode because it aims to detect the beginning of a seismic signal. The whales application does not have this constraint, and choosing a short acquisition mode allows to save the batteries. An acquisition mode is constituted of different parts:
   1. The Input (lines s15, w19) is associated to a sensor and a variable containing the data to process. In this contribution, we consider only periodic sensors (i.e., sensors that send samples periodically), in this case a hydrophone. The input variable, an array with a size chosen by the developer, receives the data from the sensors.
   2. The Variables (lines s20, w24) part contains a list of variables. They are only accessible from the acquisition mode to which they belong. There are several variable types available, for example, the type transmitFile allows to define a file transmitted through satellite.
   3. The sequences of instructions (lines s27, s36, w30) contains the instructions to process the data. The first sequence defined in an application (lines s27, w30) is executed each time the array defined in the Input is full. Sequences of instructions can be of two types, RealTimeSequence or ProcessingSequence. A real-time sequence (line s27) has an execution time constraint to guarantee the continuous acquisition of the acoustic signal. A processing sequence (lines s36, w30) has no execution time constraint, thus it can contain algorithms with a long execution time. A real-time sequence can call a processing sequence (line s32), but in that case the data possibly sent by the sensor are ignored, so that the input variable containing the data can be used.
   4. An instruction can be a function call or a condition. Functions allow to use algorithms (lines s29, w31), to record data (lines s40, w34, w36) or to request the float to ascend (line s44). Conditions allow to call different instructions depending on variable values. Conditions must be annotated with an average probability of execution (lines s31, w32). For example, we specify line s31, that the condition is true with an average of ten per weeks. This condition is true if a signal that could have a seismic origin is detected by the seisDetection algorithm. The @ stands for annotation. The annotations do not change the behaviour of the code but are used to estimate the energy consumption of applications and quantity of data recorded in memory for satellite transmission. It is up to the user to choose values in accordance with realistic expectations.
D. Platform model

Function prototypes and models of sensors are defined in the platform model. Each function prototype is defined by a name (i.e., the name of the function), a list of parameters types and a return type. They also contain information about their resource usage, like power consumption, memory usage or execution time (processor usage), that can depend on parameters passed to a function when it is called. Some information represent the capacity of a function to request the float to ascend. The models of sensors can contain specific information, for example, the model of the hydrophone contains its sampling rate (processor usage), that can depend on parameters passed to a function when it is called. Some information represent the capacity of a function to request the float to ascend.

The platform model also has the advantage to enable the use of different platform configurations without having to change the MeLa application. For example, if the processor used by the float is changed, the MeLa code remains valid. It is up to experts in embedded software to create a new platform model with adapted code generation.

E. Code generation

The code for the platform is generated from the application models and the platform model. In this subsection we describe the correspondence between the MeLa language and the generated code for which we have defined a suitable architecture. Before that, we describe in more detail the design of the instrument.

A Mermaid float contains two electronic boards, i) a control board that manages the actuators, the localization and the satellite communication and ii) an acquisition board for accessing sensors and processing data. They can communicate such that the acquisition board can request the float to ascend and send data through satellite communication, and the control board can provide information about the state of the float.

![Table I: MeLa code for the seismic and whales application.](image-url)
The acquisition board is based on a single-core processor, and contains a real-time operating system with a priority based preemptive scheduling policy, allowing the applications defined with the MeLa language to be executed concurrently.

The code generation from models is illustrated in Figure 2. The mission configuration is used to generate a configuration file containing commands for the control board (e.g., stage 1500m 10000min). The rest of the application is used to generate the code for the acquisition board. The coordinator is converted to a task containing a state machine (i.e., a model of computation) reacting to messages sent by the control board and managing the execution of acquisition modes. Each acquisition mode is converted to a processing task containing the sequences of instructions defined in the MeLa language. Moreover, a sensor task receiving data from sensors (one task for one sensor) is configured for each acquisition mode using the sensor. A sensor task handles the data sent by a sensor, fills the input variables of processing tasks using the sensor, and triggers their execution when their input variable is full. Global variables, not presented in the figure, are used to share data between tasks.

A priority of execution is assigned to each task. The highest priority is assigned to tasks with the shortest period, that is a rate-monotonic priority assignment [13]. For a continuous acquisition mode, the period of the task is the sampling period of the sensor multiplied by the size of the input variable. This priority is only used for the execution of the real-time sequence. The processing sequence of a continuous acquisition mode has a fixed low priority and is executed in background. For a short acquisition mode the period of the task corresponds to the periodicity defined in the coordinator.

For schedulability analysis, presented in the next section, we assume that tasks are independent. When possible, we implement the functions such that tasks can be executed concurrently, without interfering. If not, the execution time of functions must be estimated to take possible interferences into account.

F. Analysis

The analysis computes properties of the applications from the information contained in the application models and the platform model. Since the models of applications are created from the MeLa language, results of analysis can be reported to the developer with a reference to the MeLa code.

To determine if the tasks are schedulable their worst case execution time is computed from the model. Then, knowing their period of execution, their processor utilization rate (e.g.: 2%, 50%, 120%) is computed. Finally, we use the Liu and Layland utilization bound [13], a schedulability test for the rate monotonic scheduling algorithm. The Liu and Layland utilization bound gives the maximum processor utilization rate for a set of tasks (e.g., 100% for one task, 83% for two tasks) that guarantee the schedulability of tasks. This test is only valid if the scheduling algorithm is optimal, that is if the tasks have a deadline equal to their period, and if they are independent from each other. Both conditions are verified since we made the assumption in the preceding section that tasks are independent.

The battery lifetime is estimated in several steps: i) power consumption of each acquisition mode is computed from each instruction, probabilities defined in conditions, sampling frequencies of sensors and periods defined in the coordinator, ii) power consumption of each state of the float is computed according to activated acquisition modes, input sensors used by acquisition modes, sleep time of the processor and actuators utilization for depth regulation (e.g: ascent or descent), iii) energy consumption of each state is computed from their power consumption and their duration, which depends on probabilities of ascent request for the park state, iv) the energy for each float cycle is obtained by summing up the energy of each state, including the surface step which consumes energy for satellite transmission, v) knowing the battery capacity, the duration of a cycle, and the consumption of each cycle, the battery lifetime can be estimated.

The last property to estimate is the satellite transmission cost. To this end, the quantity of data recorded in files of type transmitFile is computed from variables passed as parameters of recording functions.

The analysis results are displayed to the developer with more or less details. For example, if the processor utilization rate is above the Liu and Layland utilization bound, an error is displayed with the instruction having the strongest impact on processor utilization. The same can be done for the battery lifetime and the satellite transmission costs. This allows the developer to identify parts of the MeLa code that contribute the most to processor utilization, energy consumption or satellite transmission costs.

G. Composition

The composition of applications is done at the model level. To be composed, the mission configuration of the two applica-
### IV. Validation

#### A. Introduction to validation

In this section, we show that our approach responds to the three challenges defined in the motivation section. We focus on technical metrics and present results of an experiment.

Tools and meta-models presented on figure 1 are implemented in Java. The syntax of the MeLa language and associated tooling are created with ANTLR [14]. The generated code has been deployed on an acquisition board in a controlled environment. The experimental setup is described below.

#### B. Experimental setup

The seismic and whales applications are tested on a test bench (figure 3). The acquisition board (1) is powered with a 9 V alkaline battery (2). A computer (3) emulates seismic and whales signals, sent to the acquisition board with an audio sound card (4). It is also used to monitor the execution of applications through a serial communication port (5), and record the voltage of the battery with an Arduino board (6).

Seismic events are emulated with a 1 Hz signal, or 2 Hz for major events triggering the ascent of the float. Each event has a fixed duration of 30 seconds. We generate four events every hour. One of these events is randomly chosen to be a major event. The algorithm to detect seismic events `seisDetection` (line s29 in table I) is implemented as an absolute average of the last forty samples send by the hydrophone, and stored in the input variable (line s17). The average is compared to a threshold. When the value of the average pass under the threshold, the detect boolean is set to true (detection on the falling edge of the average). This triggers the execution of the processing sequence that identifies if the signal has a seismic origin. The `seisDiscrimination` algorithm is implemented as a Fourier transforms processing the last minute of signal (the `lastminute` variable). This algorithm returns a criterion which represents the level of confidence of the seismic origin of the signal. If the spectrum amplitude at 1 Hz or 2 Hz is above a threshold, the criterion is set respectively to 0.5 and 0.9. If the criterion is above 0.25, the last minute of signal is recorded, and if the criterion is above 0.75, the application requests an ascent (lines s38, s42).

Whales events are emulated with a frequency of 10 Hz and a lower amplitude than seismic events so that the signals do not interfere with the detection of seismic events. As for the seismic application, whales events have a fixed time of 30 seconds. The `whalesDetection` algorithm is also implemented using a Fourier transform, processing the signal acquired during a short time. If the spectrum amplitude at 10 Hz is above a threshold, the algorithm returns a probability of presence equal to 1, triggering the recording of the value and of a timestamp (line w32).

The seismic application is executed continuously during the park state and the whales application is executed every 30s during the descent, park and ascent state. The behavior of the float is simulated by the acquisition board. We define a park time of one hour, shortened if the seismic application request to ascend. The ascent time and the descent time are fixed to 2 minutes and the surface time to 1 minute.

#### C. Functional validation

The two applications have been tested, first independently, and then after composition to verify if both applications behave as expected. The applications have worked correctly, seismic and whales events have been recorded. This shows that the language can be used to develop applications for the float (C1)

---

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPOSED APPLICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong># 1. Mission configuration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mission:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParkTime: 10 days;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParkDepth: 1500 meters;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong># 2. Coordination of acquisition modes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coordinator:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DescentAcqModes: Whales every 10 minute;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParkAcqModes: Seismic; Whales every 3 hours; AscentAcqModes: Whales every 10 minute;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong># 3. Acquisition modes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContinuousAcqMode Seismic: endmode;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShortAcqMode Whales: endmode;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 3. Experimental setup.**
and that several applications can be deployed on the same float and share its functionalities (C3).

### D. Reduction of expertise

When an application is written in MeLa, the developer does not have to consider the control board and the acquisition board. The development of acquisition modes does not require to think about embedded software concerns, for example defining tasks, their initialization, their execution priority, the way they are started and stopped or the synchronization between tasks receiving data from sensors and tasks processing the data. Thus, the MeLa language hides several embedded software concerns.

Table III illustrates the reduction of expertise given by the MeLa language compared to the generated code. This table presents the generation of an acquisition mode into a sensor task and a processing task, as shown in figure 2. For that purpose, we use a simple application that reads data from the hydrophone and computes an average. The Input part of the MeLa code generates the sensor task. This task waits for data from the hydrophone. When the hydrophone is ready to send data, it sends a signal to the processor (a hardware interrupt) that triggers the execution of the sensor task (line c31). When the x_simple_fill array is full (line c6), the array is switched with x_simple_process (lines c7-c13) and the execution of the processing task is triggered with a signal (line c14). The RealTimeSequence part of the acquisition mode is converted in a processing task (lines c28-c33), that is waiting for the sensor task (line 30). The Variables part is converted to local variables contained in the task (line 27). In the application written in MeLa, the developer only defines the input sensor, the input variable, and the algorithm to use. She can focus on the behavior of applications rather than on embedded software concerns.

Another way to estimate the reduction expertise is to compare the amount of code to write in MeLa, with the amount of generated code, that would be written manually. Looking at the total number of lines of the composed application, one has to write 90 lines of code in MeLa, while 600 lines must be written to develop the application with the C language.

By hiding embedded software concerns and reducing the amount of code to write, the MeLa language allows oceanographers to develop applications for the float by themselves (C1). Moreover, generating a code tailored for the MeLa applications helps to produce efficient and reliable applications (C2). For example, in MeLa the sensors are automatically shut down when they are not used. In C, this behavior must be written by the developer.

---

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MeLa code</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 // Sensor task — hydrophone.c</td>
<td>2 void hydrophone_task(void * parameters){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 void hydrophone_task(void * parameters){</td>
<td>3 wait_ExInt (_adconverter.drdy_event_id);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 x_simple_fill-&gt;data[x_simple_fill-&gt;isFull] = read_sample();</td>
<td>5 x_simple_fill-&gt;isFull += 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 if (x_simple_fill-&gt;isFull) {</td>
<td>6 if (x_simple_fill == &amp;x_simple_buffer_1) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x_simple_process = &amp;x_simple_buffer_1;</td>
<td>7 x_simple_process = &amp;x_simple_buffer_2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 } else {</td>
<td>8 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x_simple_fill = &amp;x_simple_buffer_2;</td>
<td>9 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 }</td>
<td>10 semaphoreSignal(simple_Semaphore);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 }</td>
<td>11 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 }</td>
<td>12 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 }</td>
<td>13 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 }</td>
<td>14 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 }</td>
<td>15 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 }</td>
<td>16 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 }</td>
<td>17 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 }</td>
<td>18 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 }</td>
<td>19 int32_array_t* x_simple_fill;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 int32_array_t* x_simple_fill;</td>
<td>20 int32_array_t* x_simple_process;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 int32_t x_simple_fill[10];</td>
<td>21 int32_t x_simple_process[10];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_1 = {x_simple_1, 0, 10, false};</td>
<td>22 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_1 = {x_simple_1, 0, 10, false};</td>
<td>23 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
<td>24 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
<td>25 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
<td>26 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 int32_array_t* x_simple_buffer_2 = {x_simple_2, 0, 10, false};</td>
<td>27 static int32_t y;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 static int32_t y;</td>
<td>28 void simple_task(void * parameters){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 void simple_task(void * parameters){</td>
<td>29 while (1) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 while (1) {</td>
<td>30 semaphoreWait(simple_Semaphore);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 semaphoreWait(simple_Semaphore);</td>
<td>31 y = mean(x_simple_process, 10);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 y = mean(x_simple_process, 10);</td>
<td>32 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 }</td>
<td>33 }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3Reference to line numbers are given with an m for the MeLa code and a c for the C code (e.g., m1, c1).
TABLE IV
MODEL ESTIMATIONS COMPARED TO MEASUREMENTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Battery lifetime (h)</th>
<th>Recorded data (kB/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimation</td>
<td>Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whales</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composed</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Analysis validation

In this subsection we show that analysis results are consistent with experiments so that they can be used to produce efficient and reliable applications (C2). We compare the estimation from the model with measurement performed on the acquisition board. We do this comparison for the seismic and the whales applications independently and for the composition of both applications.

For the model estimation, probabilities defined in the applications must be coherent with the expected behavior of the deployed applications. Thus, for our experimental setup, the probability to detect and record a seismic event is set to 4 per hour (lines s31, s39 in table I), and the probability of ascent request is set to 1 per hour (line s43). For the whales application, the probability of presence of whales is set to 10 per hour (line w33).

We measure the battery lifetime by measuring the voltage of the battery. When the voltage passes under 6 V the battery is considered as discharged. Instead of giving a cost for satellite transmission, we measure the size of files that would have been transmitted. We do not measure the utilization of the processor since the processor utilization is too low in our experiment to be measured efficiently.

Results for the battery lifetime in hours, and amount of recorded data in bytes and kilobytes per hour, are presented in table IV. The seismic and composed applications have similar power consumption. This is because both seismic and whales applications use the same sensor and the sensor is always switched on for the seismic application. For the whales application alone, the sensor is regularly switched off, giving more autonomy.

Differences of 10% are observed between estimations and measurements of the battery lifetime. For recorded data, the estimations fit well with measurements because probabilities annotated in the applications are consistent with the reality. The precision of these estimations are enough to detect if an application will drain the battery rapidly (e.g., 3 years instead of 5 years), or if the amount of transmitted data will exceed the budget limits (e.g., 20 MB instead of 10 MB).

F. Produce efficient applications

In table V we show different results of scheduling analysis for three applications.

(1) The excessive application can be viewed as a first attempt of the seismic application. For this attempt, the discrimination algorithm is put in the real-time sequence, and the input variable is set to a size of 1 instead of 40 (i.e., data: x[1];).

The analysis displays an error to the developer telling him that the processor usage is above the maximum allowable and showing the responsible instruction. At this point some guidelines are necessary to help the developer to edit the application. There are only three possible choices, i) put the algorithm in a processing sequence and use a detection algorithm to trigger the processing sequence, ii) increase the size of the input variable to give more time to the processing, but it can also increase the processing time, iii) chose another algorithm in the library.

(2) The second analysis result is for the seismic application of our example. The developer has followed the first and second guidelines, such that the processor usage is reduced to almost zero.

(3) The third result is for the composed application. One can notice that the maximum processor usage is 83% which corresponds to the Liu and Layland utilization bound for 2 tasks.

In addition to guarantee that applications will work correctly on the instrument, the analysis results allow a developer to try different configurations. For example, she can try to record the raw acoustic signals containing the presence of whales and see the impact on battery lifetime and satellite transmission costs. Thus, the analysis results help the developers to produce efficient and reliable applications (C2).

V. LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The MeLa language has a limited expressiveness. For example, the politics of acquisition managed by the coordinator are limited to few concepts (i.e., periodic or continuous), a developer could want to use other kinds of sensors or to choose the sampling frequency of a hydrophone. However, the approach is flexible enough to add new features to the language.

The ability for applications to adapt to the environment and to have complex interactions with the float is currently
missing. For example, when a whale is detected, the monitoring period, the sensor sampling frequency or the algorithm parameters could be changed. Additionally, an application could ask the float to go to a specific depth or block any depth regulation during a certain amount of time. Several approaches exist to handle the adaptation of applications running concurrently on a same device with possible conflicts between them [15] but they must be adapted to our problem.

Additional analysis capabilities could be added with new models of analysis. For example, analysis of volatile memory usage could be added. Moreover, more precise analysis methods could improve accuracy of estimations. However, the main limit for accuracy lies in the definition of probabilities of execution by the developers. These probabilities are important to estimate the quantities of recorded data or the battery lifetime, but the developer may enter wrong information to the model, so that estimations will also be wrong. Simulation, based on experimental data recovered from experiments, could give accurate estimation; moreover, simulation could be used for functional validation of applications. Probabilities could also be measured on the instrument, after deployment, and then be used to correct the model.

The MeLa language is specific for programming the instrument, but is not conceived to create new algorithms. Thus, capabilities to design algorithms for the float could be added to MeLa. The algorithms could be organized in different categories with specific constraints, for example detection algorithms should behave as an impulse function to trigger the execution of processing sequences. Moreover, capabilities to develop Deep Learning algorithms could be added. They are well suited for classification problems, but deploying them on a constrained device is challenging [16].

Finally, the MeLa language could be extended to other domains of applications by adding features to handle actuators or displaying devices that have specific constraints. This would allow the development of a wide range of applications in the embedded software domain while keeping the efficiency and reliability demonstrated this article.

VI. STATE OF THE ART

We compare our work with approaches related to the development of embedded software.

Programming languages like Scilab-Xcos\(^4\) and Matlab-Simulink\(^5\) are widely used in different domains and focus on development of algorithms and modeling of physical systems. Code for embedded systems can be generated from these algorithms but they do not incorporate models used in embedded systems such as tasks, thus they cannot be used to develop entire applications.

Low-level programming languages such as C or Ada, and real-time operating systems [17], allow to develop applications that use the platform efficiently [18], but they need a specific expertise to be used. Our contribution generates such a code to be implemented on the platform. Analysis of applications developed with these languages rely on tools that generate models from the code. The models can be annotated with tailored measurements [19], [20], or relies on generic models of processors [21]. The tools need a specific expertise to be used [22], our approach separates developers concerns from analysis, allowing them to focus on their applications.

Some operating systems for embedded systems consider resource consumption at runtime [23], [24]. They target energy harvesting systems (e.g., systems with solar panels). These systems have energy budget that changes over time (e.g., there is less energy during cloudy days). To handle this, the quality of algorithms is degraded depending on the available energy of the system at execution time. The floats do not have such constraints since they do not incorporate energy harvesting systems. Moreover, in these approaches the developer does not have an estimation of resource consumption during the development of applications.

Modeling languages like UML-MARTE [25] or AADL [26] are conceived for modeling different kinds of embedded systems, software and hardware included. They offer generic concepts for these domains. They are often used for the design of systems from high-level specifications that are refined several times until the implementation. Modeling languages offer high level abstractions that are too generic for our developer. Moreover, analysis tools on which they rely, like UPPAL [27] or TimeSquare [28], require a specific expertise to be used.

DSL like CPAL [29] and MAUVE [30] are dedicated to programming cyber-physical systems and robots with a component-based approach. In these languages developers define components with desired inputs and outputs and a state machines to describe their internal behavior. Our acquisition modes can be viewed as components tailored for acquisition of data from sensors, thus, we offer a more specific abstraction to developers. For these languages it is up to the developer to measure the execution times of components and to put this information in the developed application. In our approach this information is hidden to developers in a platform model allowing them to focus on their applications. Moreover these approaches do not consider energy consumption or recording of data, which are critical for our instrument.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a Model Driven Engineering approach to allow oceanographers from different specialities to develop applications for an autonomous float. We have presented a Domain Specific Language to allow them to develop their own applications without the help of experts in embedded systems. Estimation of battery lifetime, costs of satellite transmission and verification of execution time constraints helps the developers to write reliable and efficient applications. The application models can be composed such that several applications developed independently can be installed on the same instrument. We have validated the approach with technical metrics and an experiment on a test bench.

---
\(^4\)https://www.scilab.org/
\(^5\)https://www.mathworks.com/
In the long term, we envision a float that can be reprogrammed at distance. This, associated with the MeLa language would allow to use the float as a real experimental platform where developers could try several applications. But, this requires adapted over-the-air programming methods that save the use of the satellite communication, which is challenging because of the very high latency of this kind of network (about one second).
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